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The theoretical analys of processes which occur at fullerene

formation in cooling carbon-helium plasma is fulfilled. In the
presented theory most basic processes influencing on fullerene

formation are taken into account.

The experimental detection of the new form of carbon,
fullerenes, in 1985 [12] has offered new opportunities
for both technology and fundamental physics. The
unique shape of this molecule has led to the discoveries
of interesting mechanical, chemical, and electrical
properties of fullerenes and their derivatives. But
the wide technological application of fullerenes and
especially of their derivatives is constrained by the low
efficiency of their synthesis. To increase this efficiency,
it is necessary to develop the theoretical understanding
of all processes occurring in a carbon-containing plasma
upon the fullerene synthesis. It is already known [1,
2] that carbon cluster charges play an essential role
in the process of fullerene formation. It is possible to
alter the cluster charges in the plasma by influencing
the electron concentration, for example by adding easily
ionized metals.

The goal of this work is to study theoretically the
fullerene formation in the plasma contained carbon
clusters and buffer neutral gas (He). More precisely,
we investigate the influence of plasma parameters (the
electron concentration ne and temperature T ) and a
buffer gas on the fullerene formation with regard for
carbon cluster charges.

To develop a model, it is necessary to calculate
the binding energies Ebond, ionization potentials IPk,
and electron affinities EAk of different carbon clusters
Ck by quantum-chemical methods. The calculations of
these values for carbon clusters with different charges
were carried out with help of the VASP [3] package for
ab-initio calculations within the framework of density
functional theory and pseudopotential approach.

In the model, we use the classical collision theory to
calculate the collision cross section of two carbon clusters
[4],

�12 = �0(1�E12="kin); (1)

where �0 = �r
2
12 is the classical collision cross section of

neutral clusters, r12 = jr1 + r2j is the minimal distance
between both clusters, r1 and r2 are the average sizes
of these clusters, E12 = q1q2=(r1 + r2) is the energy
of Coulomb interaction of clusters with charges q1 and
q2 and "kin = 3=2kBT is the average kinetic energy of
relative motion of both particles. From formula (1), one
can see that the cross section of clusters with opposite
charges may be far large than that for neutral clusters.

In the calculations, we considered the cluster charges
to be only {0, �1, �2}e because, according of our
calculations, all clusters Ck containing the number of
atoms k 2 [1� 80] with other charges have very high
second ionization potential or negative third electron
affinity. Using the Gibbs distribution, one can find that
the probabilities for carbon clusters to exist with other
charges are negligible at temperatures T � 3000 �
5000 K.

As a basic assumption, we consider the carbon-
containing plasma in a local thermodynamical
equilibrium. So, the concentrations of all charged
clusters may be found from the well-known Saha
equations. In this case, the plasma temperature and
electron temperature Te are equal.

Earlier [5], we considered the formation of C60 and
have found that there are the ranges of temperatures T
and electron concentrations ne, where the C60 formation
rate is substantively greater than that at other T , ne
(Fig. 1). These ideas were developed for the calculation
of the formation rate of endohedral fullerenes (Me@C60),
which also depends on temperature and the electron
concentration [6]. The results of these calculations
qualitatively correspond to our experimental results [7,
8]. But, in the models introduced above, the influence
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of a buffer gas on the fullerene formation was not
considered. In this paper, we develop an approach which
allows one to take into account the buffer gas influence
on the fullerene formation.

The approach is based on the consideration of a
change of the carbon cluster concentrations nk during
the course of time. In this case, a scheme similar to that
in [9] (the reduced description scheme) has been applied
for the description of different carbon clusters and their
behavior with the use of kinetic equations. According to
this scheme, every cluster Ck is characterized, except for
the number of atoms k in the cluster, by the number
l of free radical bonds (dangling bonds) and by the
cluster temperature Tk, which defines the rate of cluster
oscillation excitation and which can differ from the
plasma and electron temperature Te. Values of Tk and
Te can differ during some time period �t right after
the new chemical bond formation in the cluster. Every
C�C chemical bond formation in the cluster releases the
energy Ebond

�= 3:95 eV, so this energy is distributed
among all cluster's atoms, causing the increase in the
cluster temperature Tk (oscillation temperature). So,
this temperature would not be equal to the equilibrium
plasma and electron temperature Te, but the collisions of
a cluster and buffer gas molecules (atoms) little by little
will reduce the cluster temperature to Tk = Te. Within
the reduced description scheme, it is possible to describe
not only the total concentration Ck at any time, but
the partial concentration nk;l;T of any cluster Ck with l

dangling bonds and temperature Tk as well.

We assume that the collision cross section of two
clusters Ck and Cm in the reduced scheme depends not
only on the numbers of atoms k and m, but on the
numbers of radicals lk and lm in the clusters. We can
expect that both clusters will be joined together if the
piece of one cluster with a dangling bond will approach
an analogous piece of another cluster at the distance rb:

�km (lk; lm) = 4�r2b lklm (1�Ekm="kin)P; (2)

where rb � 1.7 �A � effective distance of the interaction
of two carbon atoms which leads to the formation of
a chemical bond, Ekm = qkqm=(rk + rm) � energy of
Coulomb interaction of these clusters with average sizes
rk and rm, P = exp(�Eb=kBT ) � probability of the
bond formation at a temperature T with the energy
barrier Eb for the creation of a new carbon chemical
bond. According to the results of [10], we takeEb

�= 2 eV.

For the synthesis of fullerenes in an electric arc, we
consider that only the smallest clusters C2 are
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Fig. 1. Formation rate of C60 in one stage of reactions: 1 � with

accounting the cluster charges, 2 � without accounting the cluster

charges

evaporated from the carbon electrodes. This assumption
was indirectly proved in [11]. Therefore, in the
considered model, the initial conditions (namely at
time t = 0) for the carbon cluster concentrations and
temperature are

nk(t = 0) = 0; n2(t = 0) = n0;

T2(t = 0) = Te = 3000 K: (3)

Then the concentration of C2 is decreased in the
fusion reactions running with the formation of bigger
clusters. The concentrations of other clusters Ck are
increased with the help of the fusion of two smaller
clusters and are decreased by the reactions of Ck with
other clusters.

The concentration nk;l;T of clusters Ck with k atoms,
lk radicals, and temperature T is increased upon the
break of one bond in the cluster with the same number
of atoms and with number of radicals l0k = lk�2. In this
case, the cluster oscillation temperature is decreased by
�T = Ebond=2k. On the other side, the concentration
nk;l;T is decreased upon the formation of a new bond
in the cluster. In this case, the oscillation temperature
is increased by �T . Considering the processes of
coagulations of two clusters having i and j atoms and
different temperatures Ti and Tj , it is obvious that the
oscillation temperature of a newly formed cluster is equal
to Tk = (iTi + jTj)=(i+ j).

The frequencies of the breaking and formation
of bonds are considered as proportional to the
characteristic frequency of atom oscillations in carbon
clusters, �vib � 1011 s�1, which is considered as constant
for all clusters.
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Fig. 2. Calculated average oscillation temperature hTki of every

cluster Ck at the beginning of the computation, t = 10
�8 s (1); at

the time of 6� 10
�7 s (2)
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Fig. 3. Equalization of average cluster temperatures hTki during

time steps

Taking into account all the reasons discussed
above, the dynamic equations for the evolution of the
concentration nk;l;T for all clusters Ck, k 2 [1� 80],

d

dt
nk;lk;Tk =

X

i+j=k

X

li

X

Ti

X

Tj

ni;li;Tinj;lj ;TjVij�(li; lj)�

�

kmaxX

m=2

X

lm

X

Tm

nk;lk;Tknm;lm;TmVkm�(lk; lm)+

+nk;lk+2;Tk��T � �
0

vibe
�Ebar=kB(T��T )�

�nk;lk;Tk�vibe
�Ebond=kBTk ; (4)

were solved by the numerical integration over time.
Here, nk;lk;Tk � concentration of clusters Ck having
lk radicals and the oscillation temperature Tk, Vij =
(8kBT=�mij)

1=2 � relative velocity of the clusters i and
j, mij � reduced mass of these clusters, and T � gas
temperature. In the calculations, we took T = 3000 K
and the initial conditions (3).

One of the basic lines of the proposed method is the
accounting of the buffer gas influence on the heating and
cooling of nonequilibrium carbon clusters. We consider
that the oscillation energy of a cluster Ck is decreased
by the rate

dTk=dt = ��EHe �He; (5)

where�EHe = �mHe�V
2
He=2 is the change of the helium

atom kinetic energy upon the collision with a carbon
cluster; �He = nHeVk;He�k;He is the collision frequency
of a cluster Ck with helium atoms, nHe is the buffer gas

concentration; Vk;He is the velocity of relative movement
of a He atom and a cluster Ck; and �k;He is their collision
cross section. �V

2
He = hV 2

He�(V 0

He)
2i is the change of the

squared velocity of a helium atom before and after the
collision which is averaged over the velocities of helium
atoms; V 0

He = ([(mk;He�mk]VHe+2mkVe�)=(mk+mHe)
is the velocity of a helium atom after the collision with a
carbon cluster. Ve� = �VHe � VC is the relative velocity
of a helium atom and a carbon atom of the cluster
contacted with it. Upon the collision, the velocity of
this carbon atom may be estimated as the total velocity
VC = VT � Vvib, where VT =

p
kBT=mk is the average

velocity of the cluster, and Vvib =
p
1=3Evib=mC is the

characteristic velocity of oscillations of the cluster walls
and Evib = ((3k�6)kBTk)=(2k) is the average oscillation
energy of the cluster per atom.

In Fig. 2, we show the average oscillation
temperatures hTk i of carbon clusters Ck at two different
moments calculated at the beginning and at the end of
the computation. Comparing curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 2,
one can see that, in time about 10�6 s, the average
oscillation temperatures of clusters distinctly decrease
but these dependences become smoother. In Fig. 3,
the dynamics of equalization of the average oscillation
temperatures hTki for some carbon clusters is shown.

In Fig. 4, we show the cluster distribution by sizes
at the end of the modeling time (6�10�7 s). The
calculations give the total yield of C60 and C70 fullerenes
about 20%. This value is overestimated as compared
to the typical experimental yield. We assume that it is
the result of disregarding the reactions of carbon cluster
dissociation. For the same reason, a very high value of
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Fig. 4. Distribution of carbon clusters at the end of the fullerene

growth. For the comparison, the experimental distribution of

carbon clusters from [14] is shown by vertical lines

the C48 cluster concentration is obtained in the
calculations. Also it may be explained by that, up to
the cluster C48, different cluster shapes (lines, rings, and
open fullerene shells) are taken into account, but the
bigger clusters are considered as open fullerene shells or
fullerenes (C60 and C70) only, according to the results
of [13].

In addition, the proposed model does not take
into account the strain energy of the cluster surface,
so the smaller cluster concentrations would be
overestimated.

In the given theory, the most basic processes
influencing the fullerene formation are taken into
account. Therefore in the future, we plan to define more
precisely the theory of parameters to obtain a more
accurate quantitative coincidence with experimental
data obtained in different buffer gases.
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×ÈÑÅËÜÍÅ ÂÈÂ×ÅÍÍß ÓÒÂÎÐÅÍÍß ÂÓÃËÅÖÅÂÈÕ
ÊËÀÑÒÅÐIÂ Ó ÏËÀÇÌI Ç ÓÐÀÕÓÂÀÍÍßÌ ÇÀÐßÄÓ

ÊËÀÑÒÅÐÀ ÒÀ ÂÏËÈÂÓ ÁÓÔÅÐÍÎÃÎ ÃÀÇÓ

Ã.Í. ×óðèëîâ, À.Ñ. Ôåäîðîâ, Ï.Â. Íîâèêîâ, Þ.Ñ. Ìàðòèíåöü

Ð å ç þ ì å

Âèêîíàíî òåîðåòè÷íèé àíàëiç ïðîöåñiâ, ùî ñóïðîâîäæóþòü

óòâîðåííÿ ôóëåðåíiâ ó õîëîäíié âóãëåöü-ãåëi¹âié ïëàçìi. Çà-

ïðîïîíîâàíî òåîðåòè÷íó ìîäåëü, ùî âðàõîâó¹ áiëüøiñòü ïðî-
öåñiâ, ÿêi âïëèâàþòü íà óòâîðåííÿ ôóëåðåíiâ.
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